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Stocks markets 
mixed as 
Omicron spreads
LONDON: World markets diverged in thin
holiday trade yesterday as fears lingered
over the spreading Omicron coronavirus
variant . The highly mutated strain has
fuelled a massive increase in cases across
the globe, with countries reviving lock-
downs, thousands of flights cancelled, and
cruise ships returning to port with COVID-
infected passengers.

Frankfurt was up 0.1 percent and Paris
was flat in midday trading while Asian mar-
kets finished down. London and Hong Kong
were closed for a holiday. “Omicron cases
are surging in the US and Europe, and
although markets have well and truly priced
in a less virulent strain, the disruption to
goods and services from isolating workers,
notably air travel, seems to be the main fall-
out so far,” said Jeffrey Halley, analyst at
foreign exchange firm OANDA.

“That is only likely to cause short-term
nerves, with the global recovery story for
2022 still on track,” Halley said. On Friday
before the Christmas break, markets
wavered in similarly subdued trade.

A day earlier on Wall Street, the S&P
500 ended the last session before the long
holiday weekend at a fresh record following
a raft of mostly decent US economic data. A
study released Sunday showed US con-
sumers were in the mood to spend over the
holiday season, with retail sales soaring 8.5
percent over last year. Online sales were up
11 percent and in-store sales up 8.1 percent
between November 1 and Christmas Eve,
according to the Mastercard
SpendingPulse study.

“Consumers splurged throughout the
season,” said Steve Sadove, senior advisor
for Mastercard and former CEO of Saks
Incorporated. —AFP

PARIS: Across a quarter century of UN climate con-
ferences tasked with saving humanity from itself, one
was deemed a chaotic failure (Copenhagen/2009),
another a stunning success (Paris/2015), and the rest
landed somewhere in between.

This year’s COP26 inspired all these reactions at
once. Swedish activist Greta Thunberg, leading a
100,000-strong march through the streets of
Glasgow, dismissed the two-week meet as a “green-
washing festival”.

But dedicated experts in the negotiating arena
hailed solid-even historic-advances in beating back
the existential threat of global warming. More often
than not, observers vacillated between approval and
criticism, hope and despair.

“The Glasgow Climate Pact is more than we
expected, but less than we hoped for,” Dann Mitchell,
head of climate hazards at Britain’s Met Office, said
with haiku-like economy.

Gauging the efficacy of measures announced at
the COP26 summit largely depends on the yardstick
used to measure them. Compared to what came
before, the first-ever call by 196 countries to draw
down coal-fired power, or a promise to double finan-
cial aid each year-to roughly $40 billion-so poor
nations can brace for climate impacts, are giant steps
forward.

Likewise a provision obliging countries to con-
sider setting more ambitious targets for reducing
carbon pollution every year rather than once every
five years. But all these hard-won gains at COP26
shrivel in significance when stacked up against hard
science.

Glasgow exit lane 
An unbroken cascade in 2021 of deadly floods,

heatwaves and wildfires across four continents,
combined with ever more detailed projections, left
no doubt that going beyond the 1.5 degrees Celsius
(2.7 degrees Fahrenheit) heating limit envisioned in
the Paris Agreement would push Earth into the red
zone. “As a lifelong optimist, I see the Glasgow out-
come as half-full rather than half-empty,” said
Alden Meyer, a senior analyst at climate and energy
think tank E3G.

“But the atmosphere responds to emissions-not
COP decisions-and much work remains ahead to
translate the strong rhetoric here into reality.”

The past year also saw Part 1 of the UN
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC)
first comprehensive synthesis of climate science in
seven years. It found that global heating is virtually
certain to pass 1.5C, probably within a decade.
Meanwhile, ocean levels are rising faster than antici-
pated, and will do so for centuries. And forests, soil and
oceans-which absorb more than half of humanity’s car-
bon pollution-show signs of saturation.

Then there is the threat of “tipping points” that
could see permafrost release massive amounts of
CO2 and methane, the Amazon basin transformed
into savannah, and ice sheets shedding enough
mass to submerge cities and deltas home to hun-
dreds of millions.

“Make no mistake, we are still on the road to hell,”
said Dave Reay, head of the University of Edinburgh’s
Climate Change Institute. “But Glasgow has at least
created an exit lane.”

Permanent breaking story 
Part 2 of the IPCC report on climate impacts, seen

exclusively by AFP ahead of its February 2022 publi-
cation, reveals another yawning gap between the baby
steps of COP26 and what is needed in the long term.
Helping vulnerable nations cope with the multiplier
effect of global heating on extreme weather could
soon require trillions of dollars per year, not the tens of
billions put on the table at COP26, a draft version of
the report makes clear.

“Adaptation costs are significantly higher than
previous ly  est imated, resu l t ing in  a  growing
‘adaptation finance gap’,” said an executive sum-
mary of the 4,000-page report. The failure of
rich nations to deliver $100 billion a year by 2020
to help developing countries makes it hard to
imagine where these tr i l l ions wil l  come from.
Glasgow marked the transition from fleshing out
the rules for the 2015 Paris treaty to implement-
ing its provisions.

But unlike the aftermath of other major COPs, the
climate crisis will remain a permanent breaking story
that is not going to recede into the background any-
time soon.

How that saga unfolds will depend a lot on the
world’s four major emitters, collectively responsible for
60 percent of global carbon pollution. The United
States and the European Union have pledged carbon
neutrality by 2050 and recently set more ambitious
emission-reduction targets for 2030.

But they refused to set up a fund demanded by
more than 130 developing countries to help pay for cli-
mate damage already incurred.

All sectors, all countries 
China and India-accounting for 38 percent of

global emissions in 2021, and rising-have resisted
pressure to give up fossil fuels. Beijing has steadfast-
ly refused to do what scientists say is doable and
necessary to stay under 2C: peak their emissions far
earlier than 2030.

If climate politics remains stymied, however, global
capital is already flowing into what some have called
the most massive economic transformation in human
history. In Glasgow, former Bank of England governor
Mark Carney boasted that nearly 500 banks, insurers
and asset managers worth $130 trillion were ready to
finance climate action.

“If we only had to transform one sector, or move
one country off fossil fuels, we would have done so
long ago,” commented Christiana Figueres, who head-
ed the UN climate convention when the Paris deal was
struck. “But all sectors of the global economy have to
be decarbonised, and all countries must switch to
clean technologies.” Where some of that money might
flow-and who might get left out-has also come into
focus, with major investment deals announced for
South Africa, and others in the pipeline for emerging
economies such as Indonesia and Vietnam.

But there is little incentive for private capital to help
the poorest and most vulnerable countries to cope
with climate ravages and shore up their defenses. “We
cannot just wait for open market incentives to have
their way, we need to set prices on carbon globally, we
need to set science-based targets that become climate
laws,” said Johan Rockstrom, director of the Potsdam
Institute for Climate Impact Research. —AFP

Countries make solid advances in beating back the threat of global warming

Climate change 2021: Experts say 
there’s no turning back now

ISTANBUL: This aerial photograph taken on June 6, 2021 in Turkey’s Marmara Sea at a harbor on the shoreline of
Istanbul, shows a jelly-like layer of slime that develops on the surface of the water due to the excessive prolifer-
ation of phytoplankton, gravely threatening the marine biome. 

Forests, soil and oceans — which absorb more than half of humanity’s carbon pollution — show signs of
saturation. —AFP photos

US retail sales 
up 8.5% this 
holiday season
WASHINGTON: US consumers were in the
mood to spend this holiday season, with retail
sales soaring 8.5 percent over last year, a study
released Sunday showed. Online sales were up 11
percent and in-store sales up 8.1 percent
between November 1 and Christmas Eve, accord-
ing to the Mastercard SpendingPulse study.

The increase, which was the strongest in 17
years, does not reflect automobile sales.

“Consumers splurged throughout the season,”
said Steve Sadove, senior advisor for Mastercard
and former CEO of Saks Incorporated. The
boom saw “apparel and department stores expe-
riencing strong growth as shoppers sought to
put their best dressed foot forward,” he said.

Americans flocked to clothing, which experi-
enced a 47.3 percent increase in sales year-to-
year as well as jewelry, with a 32 percent
increase. The period included several weeks
before the Omicron COVID-19 variant spread

widely in the United States.
Department store sales were up 21.2 percent,

while electronic products experienced 16.2 per-
cent growth. “It’s been a resurgent season for
retailers as consumers stocked their carts with

gifts and gadgets,” Mastercard said.
The study also indicated that US households

made their purchases earlier than in years past,
including to lock in “guaranteed by Christmas”
delivery. —AFP

WASHINGTON: US department store sales were up 21.2 percent, while electronic products experienced 16.2
percent growth.

Crispy Chicken arrives 
at McDonald’s Kuwait 
KUWAIT: No stranger to menu innovations and
creating fan-favorite instant classics,
McDonald’s Kuwait announced one of the most
exciting additions to its menu yet: the all-new
Crispy Chicken. Made with the highest-quality,
100 percent halal chicken, the Crispy Chicken
features juicy, tender and succulent chicken
meat covered with a crispy coating and fried to
perfection.

Speaking about this latest menu offering,
Muntaser  Al-Qadah, general  manager of
McDonald’s Kuwait, said: “We know that there
is an ever-growing appetite in the market for
delicious crispy chicken offerings and that our
customers in particular are constantly on the
lookout for good, high-quality options. So, we
are expanding our menu with this new addi-
tion, which we consider to be a major attrac-
tion for chicken lovers - to give them exactly
what they are craving, delivered in a uniquely

McDonald’s way.”
The Crispy Chicken line-up has already

proven to be a runaway success for
McDonald’s across all markets where it has
already debuted, including Malaysia, Hong
Kong, Oman, Qatar and Jordan. 

“This new offering builds upon our signature
mouth-watering chicken classics. Our menu has
always proudly boasted some of the most popu-
lar chicken meals in the market - which are not
only delicious but made with the highest com-
mitment to quality,” added Al-Qadah. 

He further noted: “Like everything else we do,
we were determined to deliver a product that
meets our unparalleled standards for quality and
excellence. That meant undergoing a long years-
long process - to not only perfect the recipe, but
also source the best ingredients. As a result, we
have partnered up with one of the leading suppli-
ers of chicken meat in the region, the Saudi-
based Tanmiah Food Company, to source the
highest quality pure, 100 percent halal chicken
meat, because we have always believed that great
quality is the true secret to great taste. And we

continue to strive to develop our offering and
deliver the absolute best food in the market.”  

Available as a two-piece meal, a three-piece
meal and a nine-piece sharing bundle, the Crispy
Chicken will be available at all McDonald’s
restaurants and via all delivery platforms. 


